The Σ − mean squared charge radius has been measured in the space-like Q 2 range 0.035-0.105 GeV 2 /c 2 by elastic scattering of a Σ − beam off atomic electrons. The measurement was performed with the SELEX (E781) spectrometer using the Fermilab hyperon beam at a mean energy of 610 GeV/c. We obtain r 2 ch Σ − = (0.61 ± 0.12 (stat.) ± 0.09 (syst.)) fm 2 . The proton and π − charge radii were measured as well and are consistent with results of other experiments. Our result agrees with the recently measured strong interaction radius of the Σ − .
The systematic measurement of the static properties of hadrons has led to a better understanding of their fundamental structure. However, their finite size -a consequence of the confinement of quarks inside a spatial volumehas not been thoroughly explored. Sizes of hadrons may be probed by their strong and electromagnetic interactions. Most commonly the electromagnetic charge radius is measured in elastic electron-hadron scattering. For unstable hadrons the inverse kinematics can be applied using a suitable hadronic beam. So far, electromagnetic radii have been established only for the proton [1] , neutron [2] , π − [3] , and K − [4] . The difference between the pion and the kaon radius indicates a dependence on the strangeness content. A systematic study of the radii of hyperons with different strangeness will therefore enhance our understanding of the relative sizes of hadrons as bound quark systems. Theoretical predictions for the Σ − charge radius have been divergent [5] . The most recent efforts suggest r 2 ch Σ − = (0.67 ± 0.03) fm 2 [6] on the one hand and r 2 ch Σ − = (0.54 ± 0.09) fm 2 [7] on the other. The feasibility of probing the Σ − radius by inverse electron scattering has been demonstrated at CERN [8] . We present here the first high-statistics measurement of the Σ − charge radius. The primary objective of SELEX is the study of charm hadroproduction and spectroscopy of charm baryons in the forward hemisphere. The experiment was built as a 3-stage magnetic spectrometer as shown in Fig. 1 . Here we only describe those features of the apparatus which are relevant to hadron-electron scattering.
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the SELEX apparatus [9] . The spectrometer stages are defined by the three magnets stylized as triangles. Transverse dimensions are not to scale.
The 800 GeV/c proton beam from the Fermilab Tevatron was steered onto a Be target to produce a beam consisting of equal numbers of Σ − and π − at 610 GeV/c mean momentum. The hyperon beam had a momentum spread of ∆p/p = 8%. Other constituents were 1 % Ξ − and less than 0.1 % other particles. The magnet polarity could be reversed to provide a 540 GeV/c beam containing 94 % protons and 3 % each of π + and Σ + . A transition radiation detector (BTRD) separated the baryonic from the mesonic beam components. Interactions took place in a target stack of two Cu and three C foils adding up to 4.2 % of an interaction length for protons. The first two magnets (M1, M2) implemented momentum cuts of 2.5 GeV/c and 15 GeV/c, respectively. Downstream of the second magnet a second transition radiation detector (ETRD) identified scattered electrons. Each stage of the spectrometer was equipped with a lead glass calorimeter (ECAL). Tracking information was provided by a combination of silicon microstrip detectors, proportional chambers (PWC), and drift chambers (DC).
Candidates for elastic scattering events were selected by a scintillator-based trigger requiring two charged particles in the M2 spectrometer both of which originated in the target area. The total multiplicity signal directly downstream of the targets was combined with the charge and multiplicity information from the hodoscope after magnet M2. The total charge was required to correspond to one beam particle plus one electron. An online filter refined this selection by checking for the same topology using particle tracks reconstructed in the M2 spectrometer.
Kinematics
The differential cross section of the elastic scattering of a spin 1/2 baryon (mass M) off an electron (mass m) can be approximated by the relation (h = c = 1) [10] 
up to corrections of the order m 2 /(s − M 2 ). Here, s denotes the center of mass energy and Q 2 the four momentum transfer from the hadron to the electron. Q 2 has a kinematically allowed maximum value which depends on the beam momentum. For instance, Q 2 max is 0.2 GeV 2 /c 2 for 610 GeV/c Σ − . For m ≪ M the squared form factor can be written as a combination of the electric and magnetic form factors G E (Q 2 ) and G M (Q 2 ):
with E being the beam energy in the laboratory frame. These form factors are normalized to the charge G E (0) = Z and the magnetic moment G M (0) = µ of the baryon. The mean squared charge radius is defined by the relation
At low momentum transfers Q 2 ≤ 0.1 GeV 2 /c 2 , both electric and magnetic form factors of the Σ − can be parameterized by the dipole approximation:
A fit of equation (1) to the shape of the measured Q 2 distribution provides the information on r 2 ch by means of equation (4).
Analysis and Results

Out of 77 million triggers with a Σ
− the events containing one electron were selected and the particle trajectories combined to check if they formed vertices inside the target material. The event was accepted if it contained exactly three tracks forming one vertex consisting of the beam track, the electron candidate, and the scattered hadron candidate. At a given beam energy, momenta and scattering angles of the outgoing electron and hadron (Fig. 2) provide four observables to determine the fourmomentum transfer from hadron to electron (Fig. 3a) . As the measurement is overdetermined, the electron momentum could be ignored, thus avoiding sizable radiative corrections. This is an important advantage of the reversed method since in experiments with an electron beam the corrections for Bremsstrahlung have a direct influence on the result. The remaining radiative corrections to the Q 2 spectrum due to initial Bremsstrahlung loss are small, and show a variation of less than 0.2% in the Q 2 region used in this analysis. The momentum transfer was fitted to the remaining three observables. In the last stage of the event selection, both scattering angles and the momentum loss of the hadron were required to satisfy the constraints imposed by elastic kinematics.
Using a GEANT simulation, the spectrum was corrected for acceptance effects of the experimental setup. Due to trigger constraints, the acceptance is limited to Q 2 from 0.01 to 0.2 GeV 2 /c 2 . It is constant between 0.035 and 0.11 GeV 2 /c 2 ( Fig. 3b) . To account for kinematic effects from varying beam energy, each event has been weighted by the cross section for a point like baryon with the magnetic moment of the Σ − . The weighted Q 2 spectrum of the dipole form factor squared is shown in Fig. 3c . The fit of D 2 (Q 2 ) was restricted to the Q 2 region where the acceptance is flat. The systematic error (table 1) is dominated by the choice of cuts on kinematic variables on one hand and the choice of fit boundaries on the other. Other contributors are the distortion of the Q 2 spectrum by histogram binning and beam contamination. The final sample contained 5010 events at Q 2 between 0.035 GeV 2 /c 2 and 0.105 GeV 2 /c 2 , corresponding to 4 % of elastic Σ − -electron events expected in this interval. The efficiency of this measurement was mainly limited by trigger (23 %) and reconstruction efficiencies (21 %). Background from Ξ − -electron scattering was estimated to be present in far less than one percent of the final event sample. A different class of background can be caused by events of the form Σ − π 0 → Σ − γe − e + . If the positron is not detected due to early absorption or tracking inefficiency, the event topology can appear to be similar to Σ − -electron scattering. Events of this kind have been observed in early SELEX data where the interaction counter had been mistuned. The invariant mass of reconstructed electrons and photons in the ECAL shows no evidence of such events in the final event sample.
Our result for the mean squared Σ − electromagnetic radius is [11] r 2 ch Σ − = (0.61 ± 0.12 (stat.) ± 0.09 (syst.)) fm 2 .
With the same setup, the electromagnetic mean squared proton radius was measured [12] from data in a Q 2 range that overlaps well with ours). In addition we have determined the π − charge radius from SELEX data [14] . Our result,
is consistent with the results of other experiments [3] .
Discussion and Conclusion
To put our results in perspective, we compare the electromagnetic charge radii to radii derived from total hadron-proton cross sections (strong interaction radii [5] , Fig. 4 ). The latter have been normalized to the charge radius of the proton as measured by SELEX at √ s = 34 GeV and the total pp cross section [15] interpolated to this energy. Both the Σ − and π − strong interaction radii are calculated from total cross sections measured by SELEX [16] as well. The radii of the proton, Σ − , and π − are therefore free of systematic error in respect to each other, and only statistical errors are displayed in Fig. 4 .
For reference we added the K − charge radius [4] as well as the strong interaction radii of K − and Ξ − to Fig. 4 . The K − strong interaction radius was extrapolated to SELEX energy using the Particle Data Group's parameterization of the K − p total cross section [15] . For the Ξ − we used the radius determined at √ s = 16 GeV [17] . It was not scaled to SELEX energy for lack of Ξ − p cross section data.
We conclude that our results for the electromagnetic charge radii of proton, Σ − , and π − agree with the values of their strong interaction radii. They also confirm the charge radii reported by previous experiments. The Σ − charge radius is comparable within errors to that of the proton, yet compatible with a smaller value as suggested by the trend indicated by strong interaction radii. Our result for the Σ − is at this point the best direct measurement of the charge radius of a charged baryon other than the proton. With this experiment we have proven that it is possible to measure baryon charge radii in inverse kinematics. Due to the Q 4 behavior of the differential cross section the accuracy of the final result is limited by the low statistics towards higher Q 2 . In a dedicated experiment it would be possible to extend trigger and reconstruction to both lower and higher Q 2 , allowing for increased statistics and better control of the systematics.
